Big Tilda (Swinton) Statement
Big Tilda’s
April 25 – 29, 2006:

On five evenings beginning Tuesday, April 25, 2005, and running through
Saturday, April 29, the 49th San Francisco International Film Festival
presented “Big Tilda, a public art project(ion) featuring photocollaged
images of the actor Tilda Swinton. The images were projected outdoors on
the north and south faces of City Hall from 9:00 pm until midnight each
evening using high-powered Pani projectors.
I had perfectly nice portraits of Tilda Swinton, but she is so luminous in life
and adaptive on screen that I turned to collage to explore her. I wanted to
answer her expressions inside the pictures. I have been shooting portraits
for nearly fifteen years, and she is the first subject I have found who is
strong enough not to ask to be liked. She is one of a very few who is brave
enough to be sexual without being minimized, she is beautiful without
being classified, she is intelligent without being superior. Physically, she is
six feet tall with excellent posture and a commanding, deep voice. She
always wears trousers, never wears a dress. When they first meet her
many strangers call her “sir.” Tilda uses her authority to hold onto her
ambiguity.
Her androgynous face is fluid and so it lends itself naturally to landscape.
She is impossible to possess. So much of our culture tells us to believe
freedom is found in purchase. I wanted to express another kind of cuttingloose, in creativity, in visual play and pleasure. I tried to explore some of
her inner openness. The Tilda I met was developing, searching, learning.
She sees her life as an adventure which makes her vulnerable in reality.
Playing with the question of what is real, I photographed places and
people, wove them together in the surreal loom called Photoshop, and
then printed them with pigment on watercolor paper to make them seem a
little like paintings, that is, fictitious.
Showing these pictures on City Hall in San Francisco seemed to be
another obvious extension of their playful and serious nature. I believe
deeply in looking at art in public, seeing and thinking and learning in the
midst of strangers. That becomes more important as we privatize feelings
– as we resist going to the theater, for instance. I am searching for new
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ways to get people to see things together, out of the house. I believe this
is an important political act. But I also think the whole idea that celebrities
are larger than life is poked fun at by seeing Tilda nearly a city block long.
She is bigger than big, here. And though this is an art exhibit, it is, just like
the movies, a show of light that will come and go like a day, hopefully a
memorable one.

